Installing the HxC Floppy Drive Emulator and Doc Brown ODE in a Fujitsu FMTowns Marty with a bit-district Mount Kit.
Items you will need before you Begin:
1. A Fujitsu FM-Towns Marty Console
2. A Doc Brown ODE
3. An HxC Rev C Floppy Drive Emulator
4. The Bit-District HxC and Doc Brown Mount Kit
5. A Cyo or Caius FM-Towns Marty Floppy Drive Adapter and Associated
Cables.
6. A Philips Head Screwdriver
7. Some Tape
8. A Pen, marker, or other marking implement
9. A pair of needle-nosed plyers (recommended but not required)
Step 1: Remove the top shell from the FM Towns Marty
With all cables unplugged, and Discs removed turn the console upside down and then
remove the 4 screws located in the corners.

Once you have removed the 4 screws Push the Power button “ON”. The upper shell
should easily separate from the rest of the console.
Put the screws and the upper shell aside for now.

Step 2: Remove the CD and Floppy Drives
With the upper shell removed you now have access to the CD-ROM and Floppy Drives.
Remove the 3 screws circled below and disconnect the two connectors marked by arrows.

Once you have removed the 3 screws and two connectors you should be able to remove
the Floppy Disk Drive by pulling up on the edge that had the screws, and lifting the CDROM drive straight up and off.

You will no longer need these units, but we will be re-using the screws. You can reinstall the ground screw from the CD-ROM drive. The two screws from the Floppy Disc
Drive will be used in the next step.

Step 3: Install lower mounts
Place the lower Doc Brown and Lower HxC Mounts into the console as shown below

Slide the lower HxC Mount out toward the edge of the case such that it makes contact
with the tab identified by the arrow below. Then reuse the two screws from the Floppy
Drive in the locations circled below.

Step 4: Install the Doc Brown
Remove any standoffs from your Doc Brown unit and place it on the alignment pegs as
shown below, then plug in the connector identified by the arrow below.

Step 5: Install the HxC Main Board
Remove the LCD module from the HxC by pulling it straight up and an off.

Set the HxC LCD aside for now.
Insert the HxC Main Board into the Lower HxC mount by first tucking the right edge
under the tab identified below by the arrow.

Then tucking the left edge under the tab identified below by the arrow.

The mount is designed to hold the HxC in place without the need for screws.
Step 6: Install your HxC Floppy Drive Adapter
There are several Floppy adapter options on the market for the FM-Towns Marty (not
part of the bit-district mount kit). At this point you should install the adapter following
whatever instructions or recommendations came with your adapter.

Step 7: Prepare the HxC LCD
Retrieve your HxC LCD and the two 90-degree pin headers

If you have the tools and the skill you may opt to de-solder the female header from the
LCD and solder the 90-degree headers in its place.
For a no-solder install: insert the long end of the header into the socket and then
CAREFULLY remove the black plastic piece using some needle-nosed plyers.

Once complete you should be left with just the bare pins in the socket like in the image
below.

Step 8: Assemble the LCD Housing
Insert the LCD into the LCD housing by first installing the bottom edge under the tab
identified by the arrow shown below.

Then the upper edge under the tab identified by the arrow below.

The LCD mount is designed to hold the HxC LCD in place without the need for screws.

Step 9: Install the LCD Extension Harness
Install the two LCD extension harnesses into the LCD pin header and take note of the pin
numbers

Using some tape and a marker or pen: identify which pin is pin 1 and which pin is pin 16
on the other end of the harness. (this is very important later in the installation).

Finally, route the harnesses to the side as shown below.

Step 10: Install the Upper Mount and LCD
Retrieve the upper case of your FM-Towns Marty Console. Push the button to open the
lid then Turn it upside-down and install the Upper Doc-Brown Mount onto the lid. It
should fit loosely over the 3 plastic posts identified by arrows below.

While the case is upside down feed the wires from the LCD unit up through the open lid

Next, align the LCD unit as shown below.

Carefully and gently lift the tab on the LCD unit slightly so that it can slide on top of the
Upper Doc Brown Mount. You should only have to lift it a millimeter or two.

Carefully and gently slide it the rest of the way up until the holes are aligned. As shown
below. Once everything is properly aligned you should feel the LCD unit settle into
place.

Once this is done the tab on the LCD should keep the Upper Doc Brown mount from
falling out.

Step 11: Install the other end of the LCD Harness.
Using the pin labels you made before; install the other end of the LCD harness into the
HxC

Step 12: Test Fit the HxC Button Assembly
Find the HxC Button housing and 3 button levers, take note of the shape and how the
levers should be installed into the housing: with the long angled edge on the top.

Test fit the button assembly onto your HxC as shown below, you will likely need to push
the adjustment pot in the direction of the arrow for clearance.

Remove the button assembly from the HxC once you’ve confirmed fitment around the
adjustment pot.

Step 13: Install the HxC Button Assembly in the Upper Case.
With the buttons pointed upward so they don’t fall out, and the Upper Case of the FMTowns Marty pointed with the Floppy slot upward as well: Install the HxC buttons into
the Upper Case as shown below. It should snap into place and you’ll want to slide it as
far to the right as possible as shown by the arrow.

It should fit snugly enough to stay in place on its own; if not, you can use a piece of tape
to hold it in place temporarily.

Step 14: Final Assembly
You should now have everything in place to lower the upper case of the FM-Towns
Marty onto the lower case. This can be the most challenging step in the process.
You’ll want to take care that the LCD harness is not getting caught up on anything, it
should make a wide S-curve such that it’s behind the large post in the center of the upper
case and in-front of the two shorter Floppy Disc Drive posts as shown below.

If this is giving you trouble you may opt to use some tape or zip-ties to hold the wire
bundle together, or tape it to upper case.
When lowering the Upper Case you will want to lower the side with the HxC button
assembly first as this is the more difficult area to align.
Once that side is aligned opening the CD-Drive Lid will help you align the posts near the
Doc Brown. Ensure that the wires are tucked away under the LCD mount.

The LCD harness may keep the Upper Case from settling completely under it’s own
weight, but there should be nothing keeping it from fully seating with some very slight
pressure. If it does not, double check that there are no wires being pinched anywhere. Or
other alignment issues.
Once you’re confident that everything is fully seated and aligned, and that no wires are
being pinched. Remove any tape you used to hold the buttons in place (you should be
able to pull it right out).
Finally, turn the console upside-down and re-install the 4-case screws.
Installation is now complete.
ENJOY YOUR FULLY INSTALLED HxC and Doc Brown!

